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Abstract— Mobile ad-hoc networks are more vulnerable to
security attacks due to their unique characteristics such as
dynamic topology, no fixed infrastructure, resource limitations
and multi-hop scenario. Each node in a MANET is capable of
acting as a router. Routing is one of the aspects having various
security concerns. In this paper, we will present survey of
common Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks on network layer
namely Wormhole attack, Black hole attack and Gray hole
attack which are serious threats for MANETs. We will also
discuss some proposed solutions to detect and prevent these
attacks. As MANETs are widely used in many vital applications,
lots of research work has to be done to find efficient solutions
against these DoS attacks that can work for different routing
protocols.

Index Terms— MANETs; Security; DoS Attacks;
Wormhole Attack; Black hole Attack; Gray hole Attack

I. INTRODUCTION
MANET is an autonomous and decentralized wireless system.
It is also called self organized, infrastructure less networks.
Each node not only operates as an end system, but also acts as
a router to forward packets. Nodes cooperate with each other
to route the control and the data packets from source to
destination. Routing in MANET is classified in two types
proactive (table driven) and reactive (On-Demand). In a
proactive routing protocol, nodes periodically exchange
routing information with other nodes. In a reactive routing
protocol, nodes will exchange routing information only when
needed.
Due to dynamic changing topology, open medium, and no
clear line defense attacks on MANET On the other side, the
inherent characteristics of MANET leads to some major
issues such as power constraints, radio interference, routing
protocols, IP addressing, security, mobility management,
service discovery, bandwidth constraints and Quality of
Services (QoS) [2]. Among all research issues, security has
been a prime concern among researchers. In this paper, we
have surveyed some dangerous DoS attacks against MANETs
and their proposed solutions given by various research
people. The remainder of paper is organized as follows.

Figure: 1 Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

Section II introduces to routing attacks in MANET. Section
III addresses security concerns along with types of attacks as
well as examples of attacks on different layers of protocol
stack. Section IV describes DoS attacks like Wormhole,
Black hole and Gray hole attacks along with proposed
solutions for their detection and prevention. Finally
conclusion and future directions are given in Section V.
II. SECURITY ATTACKS
Ad hoc wireless networks are highly vulnerable to security
attacks as compared to other wired networks. This is due to
the following characteristics: insecure operating environment,
physical vulnerability, shared broadcast radio channel, lack of
central authority, limited availability of resources and lack of
association [7]. In Ad hoc wireless networks, attacks are
classified into two broad categories [15]:
• Passive attack-A passive attack just attempts to snoop the
valuable information from the network and does not disrupt
the operation of the network. Confidentiality is violated if the
data is interpreted through snooping.
• Active attack-It attempts to alter or destroy the data, gain
authentication thereby disrupting the functioning of the
network.
III. DOS ATTACKS
DoS attacks are active attacks in which malicious nodes
generate false messages in order to disrupt the network’s
operations or to consume other nodes’ resources. We will
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discuss Wormhole, Black hole and Gray hole attacks as well
as existing solutions to detect and fight against them.

Table I. Wormhole Detection/Prevention Techniques
Approach

A. Wormhole Attack
The Wormhole attack is a kind of tunneling attack which is
extremely dangerous and damaging to defend against even
though the routing information is confidential, authenticated
or encrypted [5]. It can be mounted without prior knowledge
of routing protocols and without compromising nodes [8]. It is
relatively easy to deploy but exceedingly hard to detect.
Usually Wormhole attack is launched by two malicious nodes
(worms) connected via a high-speed wired or wireless link
called Wormhole link or tunnel. Nodes outside each other’s
communication range have to communicate via intermediate
nodes in a multi-hop way.

Geographical

Description

Limitations

Ensuring that the receiver must
be within certain distance from
the sender

Limitations of
GPS
technology

Each
intermediate
node
appends time and location
information
and
Receiver
authenticates time and location
information of a packet using
symmetric key

Limitations of
GPS
technology

Identifying highest frequency
link through analyzing relative
frequency
of
each
link
appearing in obtained routes

Works only
with multi
path on
demand
protocols

Analysis [17]

Identifying highest frequency
link through analyzing relative
frequency
of
each
link
appearing in obtained routes

Works only
with multipath
on demand
protocols

Temporal

Time stamp given for packet

All nodes
require tightly
synchronized

Leashes[14]
End-to-end
Leashes [15]

Statistical
Analysis [16]

Statistical

Leashes[18]

clocks
LiteWorp [19]

Localization
[18]
Figure: 2 Wormhole Attack

Worms are placed at very powerful positions in the network.
They encapsulate data packets and falsify the route lengths
[6]. One worm records packets at one location and replays
them to another location to peer worm, giving impression to
nodes in both groups that they are immediate neighbors [8].
Many packets in the network would be delivered through
these worms. If the attacker carries out the tunneling reliably
and truthfully then it can work very efficiently in connecting
the network [6], but the worms can drop delivered messages
and acquire statistical data of traffic by investigating message
traffic [9]. To minimize delay, the attacker may forward each
bit through the Wormhole link without waiting for the entire
packet to be received [6]. It is generally assumed that
Wormhole attacks do not alter integrity of captured packets
[10]. More the number of end-to-end paths passing through
Wormhole link, stronger the Wormhole attack [11].
Detection/Prevention of Wormhole Attack:
Table I. shows brief description of various approaches for
detection or prevention against a Wormhole attack and their
limitations.
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Directional
Antennas
[19,20]

Network
Visualization

Instead of one-hop, two-hop
routing information is obtained
by nodes; now nodes know their
neighbors’ neighbor

Works only
for stationary

Location Aware Guard Nodes
(LAGNs)
send
hashed
messages; if Wormhole is
present, a node detects
inconsistencies in the message

Not applicable
to mobile
networks

Each pair of nodes determines
the direction of received signals
from neighbor; if directions
match, relation is set

Not applicable
to network
without

In a sensor network, each sensor
senses distance of its neighbors
and sends that information to
centralized controller from
which it calculates topology;
With no Wormhole, topology
more or less remains flat

Mobility and
terrains not
studied for this

networks

Directional
antennas

solution

B. Black Hole Attack:
In black hole attack, a malicious node sends false routing
information and claiming that it has an original route and
causes other good nodes to route data packets through the
malicious one [16]. All traffic will be routed through the
attacker, and the attacker can misuse or discard the traffic
Detection/Prevention of Black hole Attack:
Various approaches have been proposed to defend against a
Black hole attack; Table II. Briefly mentions some of them
along with their limitations.
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repeated node, select random
path
AODVSABH
[21]

To keep information of
sequence
number
of
destination
node
and
addresses of intermediate
nodes in RREQ; when a node
receives RREP it should
check the address of the
sender in its local table

Higher number of
control packets;
delay in route
discovery process
in some scenarios

MOSAODV
[22]

After receiving first RREP,
the source node waits for a
specific time period; for this
period source node saves all
received RREP message in a
table; Source node discards
all RREPs having very high
sequence number

Rise in average
end-to-end delay
and normalized

After specific time interval a
threshold sequence number
is calculated; if RREP has
sequence number greater
than the threshold, it is
considered as a malicious
node

Increases average
end-to end delay
and normalized

Each node maintains an
estimation table containing
status information about
nodes within the power
range. One node detects
suspicious node and notifies
that to neighbors. The nodes
cooperatively vote for the
consideration
of
the
suspicious node as Black
hole.

Cannot
detect
cooperative Black
holes; the voting
system is not
considered good

Figure: 3 Black Hole Attack

Table. II Black hole Detection/Prevention Techniques
DPRAODV
[24]
Approach
Reply Packet
Authenticity
[2]

Description
Verifying the authenticity of
node sending reply packet an
wait for reply packets from
more than two nodes

Limitations
Longer time delay

Last-PacketSequenceNumbers [6]

Every node keeps two
additional small-sized tables:
one to keep last packet
sequence numbers sent to
every node and second to
keep last-packet-sequence
numbers received from every
node

The
malicious
node can listen to
the channel and
update the tables
for the last packet
sequence number

Common
Neighbor

Using common neighbors,
acting as watchdogs, to
detect attack and discover a
new route if there is a Black
hole present between source
and
destination
by
identifying and isolating
cooperative Black hole
nodes;

Adds some
routing control

This approach uses modified
version of AODV; It
introduces DRI table and
cross checking using Further
Request (FREQ) and Further
Reply (FREP). Works better
than other similar kind of
approaches

with more
percentage of
Black hole nodes

The
intermediate
node
requests its next hop to send
a confirmation message to
the source. After receiving
both route reply and
confirmation message, the
source
determines
the
validity of path according to
its policy

Doesn’t work if
two consecutive
nodes
are
malicious

Analyzing
differences
between sequence numbers
of received reply packets

False positives

Check
path
containing
repeated next hop node to
destination; if there is no

Increases average
end-to end delay

Listening[5]

Information
(DRI) and
Cross
checking
using FREQ
and FREP [9]

Route
Confirmation
RequestReply [10]

Dynamic
Training
Method [17]
SAODV [28]

overhead and
works in specific
circumstances

Voting
System [22]

Routing overhead;
Heuristic
approach

routing overhead

C. Gray Hole Attack:
Gray hole attack is an extension of Black hole attack in which
a malicious node’s behavior is exceptionally unpredictable.
There are three types of Gray hole attacks [5]. In first, the
malicious node may drop packets from certain nodes while
forwards all other packets. In second type, a node may behave
maliciously for a certain time, but later on it behaves just like
other ordinary nodes. Third type of attack is the combination
of both attacks i.e. the malicious node may drop packets from
specific nodes for certain time only, later it behaves as a
normal node. Due to these characteristics, detection of Gray
hole attacks is not an easy task. A Gray hole attack can disturb
route discovery process and degrade network’s performance
[25].
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ST-AODV [20]

Figure: 4 Gray Hole Attack

Detection/Prevention of Gray hole Attack:
Table III briefly describes various approaches for detection or
prevention against a Gray hole attack and their limitations.

Simple
acknowledgement
and
flow
conservation [23]

Table: III Detection/Prevention of Gray hole Attack
Approach
Channel-aware
Detection
Algorithm [11]

Description
It uses two strategies for
detecting misbehaving
nodes: hop-by-hop loss
observation by next hop
(downstream node) and
traffic monitoring by
previous hop (upstream
node).

Prelude
and
Postlude
Messaging [18]

Before sending any
block, source sends a
prelude message to
destination to alert it;
neighbors monitor flow
of traffic; after end of
transmission, destination
sends postlude message
containing the number of
packets received. If the
data loss is out of
tolerable range, initiate
the process of detecting
and
removing
all
malicious nodes by
aggregating
response
from monitoring nodes
and the network
Each node involved in a
session must create a
proof that it has received
the message; When
source node suspects
some
misbehavior,
Checkup
algorithm
checks
intermediate
nodes; According to the
facts returned by the
Checkup algorithm, it
traces the malicious node
by Diagnosis algorithm
Trust-based
approach

Creating
Proof
Algorithm, Check
up Algorithm and
Diagnosis
Algorithm[19]
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Limitations
Assumption is
made that nodes
have no energy
Constraints and
source
and
destination know
the forwarding
path and IDs of
forwarding
nodes.
Analysis of the
proposed
solution has not
been done

End-to-end
Checking [27]

that
uses
passive
acknowledgement as it is
simplest;
Uses
promiscuous mode to
monitor the channel that
allows a node to identify
any transmitted packets
irrelevant of the actual
destination that they are
intended for; thus, a node
can ensure that packets it
has sent to a neighboring
node for forwarding are
indeed
forwarded;
routing choices are made
based on trust as well as
hop-count, such that the
selected next hop gives
the shortest trusted path.
One-way hash code is
added to the data
packets; when receiver
receives packet, it checks
the correctness of it by
finding match of hash
code; for correct data
packet, it sends ACK to
sender which checks the
ACK is received within
specific
time;
for
incorrect packet receiver
sends
Confidentiality
Lost
through
intermediate nodes and
sender
switches
to
alternative intermediate
node to send packets
Source and destination
nodes
perform
end-to-end checking to
determine whether the
data
packets
have
reached the destination
or not. If the checking
fails then the backbone
network initiates a
protocol for detecting
single or cooperative
malicious nodes

detecting Packet
forwarding
misbehavior;
monitoring
overall
traffic
would be a better
choice
than
monitoring only
one
node’s
requests

The solution is
not tested with
higher density of
nodes and adds
to the routing
overhead.

May not work
with
many
Malicious nodes;
nodes must be
capable
of
finding
their
positions when
the enter the
network

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

May
not
detect
all
Malicious nodes

Designs of most of the routing protocols are based on the
requirement of frequently changing topology of the MANET,
but security issues have been left ignored. This paper provides
brief view about routing as well as security concerns for
MANET. We described operations of DoS attacks like
Wormhole, Black hole and Gray hole attacks and surveyed
some of the existing solutions for each of them. DoS attacks
breach network’s security and disrupt network operations.
More damage can be done when malicious nodes act
cooperatively. Extensive research ought to be carried out for
efficient discovery and prevention of these DoS attacks,
especially, Gray hole and Black hole attacks.
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